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THEY RIDE AGAIN IN 2011

01/09/2010
World  Events  Productions,  Ltd.  and  Firehazard  Studio  announcing  Saber  Rider  and  the  Star  Sheriffs  -  The 
Videogame*

Leipzig/Germany.  September,  2010 -  Firehazard  Studio  and  World  Events  Productions,  Ltd.  are  proud  to 
announce an agreement giving Firehazard Studio the rights to produce a Video game based on the widely  
popular animated series "Saber Rider and the Star Sheriffs" for various gaming devices including Nintendo 3DS 
and Apple Iphone.
The Game is expected to release in Q3 2011 and will feature all iconic characters from the classic "Saber Rider  
and the Star Sheriffs" animated series in a brand new Artstyle by Patrick Reinemann / Reinemann Illustrations  
and the awesome Soundtrack from Dale Schacker. The Programming of the Game will  be done by Turrican  
Creator Manfred Trenz/Denaris Entertainment Software.

Chris Strauß, Managing Director of Firehazard Studio, said about the agreement, ever since my childhood, Saber 
Rider and the Star Sheriffs has been a part of my life. I have always wanted a video game based on the series.  
Finally, this wish seems to have a chance of becoming a reality. Along with millions of other fans since Saber  
Rider and the Star Sheriffs hit our airwaves in the 80s, we at Firehazard Studio have all been in love with the  
powerful Star Sheriffs and there almighty Star ship Ramrod and we couldn't be more thrilled to see Saber Rider 
and the Star Sheriffs the very first time on a gaming device such as the Nintendo 3DS.

Tiffany Ilardi, Managing Director of World Events Productions, added: 
WEP is extremely excited at the idea of a Saber Rider game.  With the success of the brand in Germany, this is 
going to please fans immensely.

Jeremy Corray, Creative Director for WEP and head geek, concluded: A Saber Rider video game is long overdue.  
Fans will LOVE this and hopefully the popularity of the brand in Germany will spread around the world.

More information regarding pricing and release dates,  as well  as news regarding Saber Rider and the Star  
Sheriffs  -  The Videogame*, will  be  announced as it  becomes available on  www.firehazard-studio.com and 
www.saber-rider.com

About Saber Rider and the Star Sheriffs:

Saber Rider and the Star Sheriffs explore with their powerful Star ship "Ramrod" the new frontier, the wide-
open ranges of outer space, where the legendary honor and virtue of the Wild West combine with vibrant  
extraterrestrial adventure. Saber Rider is the dashing leader of the Star Sheriffs. Their mission is to establish  
peace  and  unity  against  the  Outriders,  mysterious  vapor  beings  led  by  the  powerful  Nemesis.  Joined  by 
assorted rustlers and desperado's, the Outriders challenge the Star Sheriffs to action-packed attacks. 
Independently, the Star Sheriffs' efforts to maintain justice are admirable — but when united, they are almost 
invincible.
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About Firehazard Studio:

Firehazard Studio is a privately held producer of Video Games for various Platforms such as Nintendo DS and  
Wii based in Leipzig/Germany. 
Its products include the newly released Nintendo DS Game "Legend of Kay" and "Safecracker DS". 
To learn more about Firehazard Studio,  visit  www.firehazard-studio.com or  contact the Managing Director, 
Chris Strauß, at info@firehazard-studio.com.

About Denaris Entertainment Software / Manfred Trenz:

Denaris Entertainment Software is a privately held producer of Video Games for various Platforms such as 
Nintendo DS and Wii based in Saarbrücken/Germany. 
Manfred Trenz created the famous Games “Turrican”, “Katakis” and “Rendering Ranger”. To learn more about 
Denaris Entertainment Software, visit www.denarisoftware.de.

About World Events Productions:

World Events Productions (WEP) is a St. Louis-based Koplar Communications International Company specializing 
in the international licensing, production, and distribution of animated television entertainment and the sole  
licensor of all Saber Rider and the Star Sheriffs properties worldwide. 
World  Events  Productions  properties  are  licensed  throughout  the  world  with  presence  in  more  than  60 
countries. More information on other WEP properties can be found at www.wep.com.

   

*Name to be changed
Nintendo DS, 3DS and Wii are trademarks of Nintendo. Iphone is a trademark of Apple
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